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JAMES E. YOUNG 

The Biography of a Memorial 
Icon: Nathan Rapoport's 
Warsaw Ghetto Monument 
Up to now, the Jewish artist has not displayed any specific inclination in the field of 
modern plastic art, and now he will stride through the arts of all nations and create a 
synthesis through the prism of his specific material. 

-Joseph Tchaikov, 1921 

Could I have made a stone with a hole in it and said, "Voila! The heroism of the Jews"? 
-Nathan Rapoport, 1986 

Introduction 

OF THE THOUSANDS OF MEMORIALS created after the war to com- 
memorate aspects of the Holocaust, Nathan Rapoport's Warsaw Ghetto Monu- 
ment emerges as possibly the most widely known, celebrated, and controversial 
of all. It was the first memorial after the war to mark both the heroism of Jewish 
resistance to the Nazis and the complete annihilation of the Jews in Warsaw. But 
in its use of the broadest of cultural archetypes-i.e., the lumbering mytho- 
proletarian figures of the Stalinist era and the typological image of Jews in exile, 
somewhere between the Arch of Titus and Samuel Hirszenberg's epic painting 
Golusl-the Ghetto Monument has found little critical consensus. Hailed by war- 
scarred critics on its unveiling (19 April 1948, the fifth anniversary of the Warsaw 
Ghetto Uprising) in all of its heroic splendor, it has been scorned subsequently by 
curators as kitsch figuration and by "cold warriors" as proletarian pap. Early 
European reviewers insisted that the glories of the Uprising demanded as literal 
an articulation as possible; many guessed that, as the first rebellion in Nazi- 
occupied Europe, the Jewish revolt would come to stand for all others. Since 
then, however, others have found such figurative heroic art so far removed from 
contemporary aesthetic discourse as to be archaic and even irrelevant as art 
altogether.2 

In its fusion of public art and popular culture, historical memory and political 
consequences, however, this monument demands a critique that goes beyond 
questions of high and low art, tastefulness and vulgarity. We might ask not only 
how the monument reflects past history but, most important, what role it now 
plays in current history. The Warsaw Ghetto Monument, in fact, has continued 
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to suggest itself as the basis for political and communal action. In its forty-year 
life, it has endured as a kind of screen across which the projected shadows of a 
world's preoccupations continue to flicker and dance. As its maker's hand initially 
animated cold, amnesiac clay, the monument has since been revitalized by the 
parade of public figures marching past it and by the ceremonies conducted at its 
base (figs. 1 and 2). With the state's blessings, it is now as much a gathering place 
for Polish war veterans as forJews; to the government's consternation, the Ghetto 
Monument's square is also a gathering place for Solidarity and other dissident 
groups, who have turned it into a performance space for protests. The monu- 
ment has been extravagantly visited by touring presidents, prime ministers, and 
even the pope. Everyone memorializes something different here, of course; each 
creates different meaning in the monument. Elsewhere, its individual figures are 
echoed in dozens of other monuments to this era throughout Europe and Israel, 
its images exported as distinctly Jewish martyrological and heroic icons. The 
monument has been recast and nationalized in Israel; it is pictured on both Polish 
and Israeli postcards and stamps; and it has been animated to the half-tones of 
Arnold Schoenberg's Chorus of the Warsaw Ghetto Survivors in a short Polish film.3 

FIGURE 1. Polish national commemorations of the Warsaw 
Ghetto Uprising, with honor guard laying a 
wreath at the monument, flames burning in 
menorot; c. 1983. Photo: estate of Nathan 
Rapoport. 
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FIGURE 2. Private ceremony by a group of Polish Jews 
and friends, laying flowers and wreaths 
and reading Kaddish at the monument's 
base, 18 April 1986. Photo: Monika Krajewska. 

The Warsaw Ghetto Monument's life, as narrated here, might thus consist in 
several parts: its literal conception and construction amid historical and political 
realities; its finished form as public memorial; and its life in the mind of its com- 
munity and of the Jewish people over time. Through a critical telling of this mon- 
ument's conception, construction, and reception, I would like to reveal the activity 
of Holocaust memorialization that takes place first between events and memo- 
rials, then between memorials and viewers, and then between viewers and their 
lives in light of this memorialized past. "There is nothing in this world as invisible 
as a monument," Robert Musil once wrote. "They are no doubt erected to be 
seen-indeed, to attract attention. But at the same time they are impregnated 
with something that repels attention."4 It is as if a monument's life in the com- 
munal mind grows as hard and polished as its exterior form, its significance as 
fixed as its place in the landscape. And it is this "finish" that repels our attention, 
that makes a monument invisible. Unlike words on a page, always gesturing at 
something beyond the ink and paper giving them form, memorial icons seem to 
embody ideas, inviting viewers to mistake material presence and weight for 
immutable permanence. If in their glazed exteriority we never really see them, 
then I would attempt here to crack the eidetic veneer, to loosen meaning, to make 
visible the activity of memory in monuments.5 
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Life of the Monument Maker 

On entering Nathan Rapoport's studio six months after his death, one 
is still struck by the sheer vitality emanating from the scattered maquettes and 
sketches. The studio smells not of death and decay but of wet clay and soil. As 
the door opens, clustered figures and sketches around the room all seem to pause 
in mid-movement; illumined by the skylight overhead, statues and maquettes 
seem to turn on their pedestals ever so slightly as clouds pass over. It is almost as 
if the sculptor were still here, reenacting creation itself, breathing his life's spirit 
into these clay sketches, some of them still wet and shiny, as if freshly made. As 
the life of any one of these sculptures might be regarded as an extension of the 
sculptor's own, the life of the Warsaw Ghetto Monument as it was conceived and 
constructed by its maker is no less an extension. To know the monument, we 
might turn first to the human being-living in inhuman times-who created it. 

Nathan Rapoport was born in 1911 to relatively poor, working-class Jewish 
parents in Warsaw. It was by financial necessity, he has said, not artistic choice, 
that he trained in childhood as an architectural apprentice and renovator of the 
King's Palace in Wilanova, just outside the city.6 When at age fourteen he applied 
to a drawing class at the municipal school of art, hoping to study portraiture, and 
was told there were places left in sculpture only, he adapted quickly to his new 
medium. Almost immediately, the young sculptor gravitated toward the monu- 
mental aspect of sculpture; its size, drama, and social vision all moved him on a 
purely visceral level, he has said. In fact, he fairly prospered as a young student, 
being commissioned frequently by local families to do busts of their children, so 
that he could eventually afford to enter the Academy of Art in Warsaw. Within 
months of enrolling at the academy on scholarships, Rapoport was winning prizes 
for his architectural, metal, and sculptural work. He eventually received presti- 
gious scholarships from the academy to study at the Fine Arts Academy in Paris 
and to travel in Italy. 

In Rapoport's words, there was nothing particularly Jewish or contemporary 
in his sculptures during this period; he felt neither very ethnic nor fashionable. 
From the outset, in fact, both his Jewish and artistic identities were subsumed in 
a more capacious social and political vision. As a member of Hashomer hatsa'ir 
(Young Guard of the Zionist Left Wing) and the grandson of Chasidim (one 
grandfather was a cantor, the other a shohet), he remained acutely aware of the 
second-commandment prohibition against making graven images-even as he 
resisted the taboo as a young, progressive thinker. When he turned to art and 
sculpture, therefore, he felt compelled to locate his work outside of Jewish tra- 
dition altogether, turning to the classics and to Rodin among recent antecedents 
for his models. 

On the one hand, he found that in abstraction he might circumvent the 
second commandment altogether; signs, symbols, and forms were all permitted. 
But at the same time, he also regarded his artistic mission in political terms: if as 
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a Jew, he was also a socialist, then as an artist he would be a realist. In spite of his 
time in France among cubist, expressionist, and other abstract artists, and partly 
because of his time in Italy among the figurative sculptures of Michelangelo, 
Rapoport's passion for the human form and portraiture intensified. Later he 
would insist somewhat ironically that his own figurative work was actually (if par- 
adoxically) modern. After all, he would say, his figurative works were essentially 
cubist and formal-triangles, circles, and cylinders, which he merely "invested 
with human soul."7 

During this period in the 1930s he continued to enter and to win competi- 
tions regularly, two of which held consequences he could not have foreseen at the 
time. In 1936 his sculpture The Tennis Player was awarded a prize at the Warsaw 
Academy of Art for a "Sports in Art" contest. But when the Polish government 
tried to submit his work to an international exhibition in Berlin that year as part 
of the Summer Olympics, Rapoport refused to let it show in Nazi Germany. This 
cost the sculptor his prize money, but it won him the respect of antifascist artists 
and commentators throughout Europe. The second eventually significant accom- 
plishment came two years later, when Rapoport placed third (after Jacques Lip- 
shitz, who placed second) in a competition for a monument to Paul Vaillant- 
Couturier, the socialist mayor of Villejuif and editor of L'Humanite. 

Having run short of funds in Paris, Rapoport returned to Warsaw in June 
1939, three months before the Germans invaded Poland. With Warsaw under 
siege on 7 September 1939, the twenty-eight-year-old sculptor fled north and east 
with thousands of other young Poles in search of the Polish army, which was 
supposed to be regrouping in the forests between Warsaw and Bialystock. Instead 
of finding the Polish army after almost two weeks on foot, however, he found 
only more refugees, mostly Jewish. Though Russia was technically allied with 
Nazi Germany at this point, her borders with Poland were open to Jewish refu- 
gees who could either pay for sanctuary or provide skills and labor deemed valu- 
able by Stalin at the time. Identified as an artisan, Rapoport entered the Russian 
zone and continued to Bialystok, where he was invited to join a collective of 120 
other Jewish artists who had fled the Nazis. Rapoport recalls that during his short 
stay on the collective, he felt he had been liberated by the Russians, who now fed, 
clothed, and housed him-all so that he could continue drawing and sculpting. 

Later that year, members of the party Arts Committee from Minsk came to 
Bialystok looking for artists and works for an upcoming exhibition on "Ten Years 
of Art from Byelorussia." Upon visiting the collective in Bialystok, the committee 
remarked Rapoport's work and so requested the artist's portfolio. They were as 
impressed, it seems, with the fiery political correspondence surrounding his for- 
saken tennis player and his prize in the Vaillant-Couturier competition as they 
were with his sketches and busts. The committee then invited Rapoport to Minsk, 
where they installed him in an artist's studio with another Jewish artist at work 
on a commissioned statue of Joseph Stalin. Rapoport relates here that his new 
comrade-in-arts had been at work on this monument for three years, finishing 
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everything but Stalin's head. In the preceding year, however, the committee had 
considered and rejected every head the sculptor submitted, fearing that if Stalin 
were displeased by his sculpted head, it might cost them their own. The sculpture 
was never finished. 

This lesson in artistic discretion was not lost on Rapoport, nor could it have 
been far from mind throughout his ensuing career as state sculptor in Russia. 
But in light of the Nazi assault on the Jews in Poland, he had come to regard 
himself both as survivor and as beneficiary of the Soviet arts committee. In addi- 
tion to submitting several pieces to the exhibition on "Ten Years of Art in Byelo- 
russia," Rapoport thus commenced work on a model of liberated Polish and 
Jewish prisoners, which he hoped to turn into a monument one day. It was during 
this period that the second secretary of the Party, Kulagin, visited Rapoport's 
studio in Minsk, liked what he saw, and commissioned the first of several state 
projects. 

This aesthetic interlude could not last, however. When the Germans attacked 
Russia and overran Minsk in 1941, Rapoport and his wife were evacuated to Alma 
Ata, near Tashkent. While his wife was forced to stay behind, the sculptor was 
drafted into a labor battalion and shipped to Novosibersk. Priorities had changed, 
it seems, and the demand for state artists suddenly gave way to the need for 
strong backs. After five months in the labor camp, Rapoport learned that his 
former party patron, Kulagin, had also come to Novosibersk, now as the party's 
first secretary. When Rapoport called Kulagin's office, a woman answered in 
Yiddish-inflected Russian and promptly arranged a meeting between the Jewish 
artist and his party patron. They met, and Kulagin was so horrified by the sculp- 
tor's deteriorating condition that he pulled Rapoport out of the labor camp and 
situated him once again in an expansive artist's studio in Novosibersk. Here Rapo- 
port was supplied with great stores of food and vodka, the latter serving as cur- 
rency in the wartime economy for clay, plaster, and tools. Liberated yet again, 
now from the liberators themselves, Rapoport repaid his debt as recommissioned 
state sculptor. His new role in the war effort was straightforward: he would set 
in bronze and stone all the forms and faces designated worth remembering by 
the state. His numerous busts of Russian generals, partisans, and workers-ali 
heroes of the Patriotic War-are scattered to this day throughout the Soviet 
Union. Although the aim of these busts was officially the reproduction of assorted 
partisans' and workers' likenesses, it was clear to all-especially to the artist-that 
their actual subject was heroism itself. 

During his work as sculptor of People's Heroes, Rapoport continued to visu- 
alize and sketch various historical monuments: first to the liberation of political 
and Jewish refugees like himself by the Russians and then, amidst further reports 
from Europe between 1941 and 1943, to the deportation and massacre of Jews. 
His first model-long since lost-for a monument to the destruction of Polish 
and Russian Jewry consisted of a huddled family watching a young girl being led 
away by German soldiers. Still grasping his own condition as both political and 
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Jewish emigre, Rapoport continued to mix his sets of archetypal figures; at this 
point in the sculptor's iconic lexicon, there seemed to be only the heroic and the 
victimized-one political, the other Jewish. 

In the midst of these peregrinations and monumental sketches in late spring 
1943, news of the Warsaw Ghetto insurrection reached Rapoport in Siberia. He 
now says that nothing had ever moved him like this before; he lived only so that 
he might commemorate such an event, which he regarded as both a socialist and 
Jewish revolution. Since all of his early sketches and maquettes stayed behind, we 
don't know what Rapoport's initial sculptural responses were. He describes them 
now as impossibly romantic and idealized, without a concrete notion as to what 
was actually going on. Therefore, he traveled to Moscow expressly to acquire 
more information and met there with Ber Mark, who was receiving reports 
almost daily from the Jewish Antifascist Committee of the Soviet Union. 

The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 

As the historian Mark gathered details of the rebellion through the 
offices of the Antifascist Committee, the sculptor learned of events through him. 
Since part of my aim here is to reassert the monument's relationship to events, I 
have relied on Mark for most of the following account of the Warsaw Ghetto 
Uprising. In this way, we can keep in mind that what Rapoport knew of the 
uprising depended on how he knew it and that, as his knowledge of events would 
inform his memorial conception, it would also contribute to our public memory 
of events as crystalized in the monument.8 

Officially established on 2 October 1940 in a decree by Ludwig Fischer, S.S. 
governor of the Warsaw District, the Warsaw Ghetto was intended as both city- 
scaled concentration camp and transit center for Jews on their way to death at 
Treblinka. As was the strategic wont of the Germans, they informed the Jewish 
community of this edict ten days later, on Yom Kippur, to invest it with appro- 
priate symbolic gravity. Within weeks, the Germans erected thirty miles of wall, 
ten feet high and topped with broken glass and barbed wire to surround the 
ghetto, located in what had been largely the Jewish slum section of Warsaw (fig. 
3). In addition to its original 50,000 inhabitants, however, by April 1942 the Ger- 
mans had crammed into the ghetto another 500,000 Polish Jews, including 
150,000 deportees from outlying provinces and shtetlach. Between slave labor and 
shootings, disease and starvation, 100,000 Jews died in the Warsaw Ghetto by 
June 1942. The first phase of the annihilation of Warsaw Jewry-starvation-as 
decreed and prosaically figured by Fischer included both its means and its literal 
end: "The Jews will die from hunger and destitution, and a cemetery is all that 
will remain of the Jewish question."9 Bordering the Jewish cemetery in Warsaw, 
the ghetto would in this vision eventually be annexed by it. 

After two years of concentration and starvation in the ghetto came the Great 
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THE BATTLES IN THE WARSAW 

- GHETTO IN APRIL 1943 
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mans deported 310,322 Jews from the Warsaw Ghetto to Treblinka, where they 
were gassed to the last child. Though a number of escapees returned in the first 
week to warn of the massacre underway, the Judenrat dismissed these reports in 
favor of fabricated letters purportedly written by Jews resettled in eastern labor 
camps. When the enormity of this liquidation became clear by the end of August, 
the ghetto's Antifascist Bloc-composed of Hashomer hatsa'ir activists from the 
Zionist left wing, Po'alei Zion (Workers of Zion), Dror, He'halutz, and the Polish 
Workers Party-transformed itself into the Jewish Fighting Organization (Zy- 
dowska organizacja bojowa) and replaced the discredited Judenrat as central 
authority in the ghetto. This mostly young resistance coalition had deferred to 
the authority of their elders until now. But with the proportions of the catas- 
trophe now horribly clear, they moved at once to overturn the order: from now 
on, they declared, Jewish groups would no longer administer their own decima- 
tion, but would only rise in their defense. 

The beginning of the Warsaw Ghetto Revolt thus came not with the uprising 
itself the following year but with the coalescing of all resistance groups during 
that bloody July into the Jewish Fighting Organization. Traditionally explosive 
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rivalries between right- and left-wing Jewish political groups would give way to 
the active defense of all Jews-except those who either collaborated or who would 
not recognize the danger of traditional responses. Suffused in political manifestos 
and rhetoric from the left and right, all of these groups perceived at the outset 
that this could not be just an uprising of Jews against Nazis but a revolt of new 
fighting Jews against the old passive order. In fact, the composition and aims of 
the Jewish Fighting Organization reflected the intensely political atmosphere in 
which it was formed. Days before the ghetto newspaper Der Oifbroi (The Ferment) 
had described Jewish resistance as an extension of a larger revolution in Europe, '0 
the daily news organ of the Antifascist Bloc, Der Ruf (The Call), was also exhorting 
"the Jewish masses" to rise: 

Jewish people! Jewish workers! Jewish youth! Gather your forces and pool them for battle! 
Stand united shoulder to shoulder in a common front against fascism. 

Only destruction of the Nazi war machine by antifascist armies together with the 
masses of oppressed peoples will finally put an end to our enslavement and lead to full 
social and national redemption of the Jewish masses! "I 

The Antifascist Bloc would rise here not as Maccabees only, but also as workers. 12 
Where the Antifascist Bloc had called repeatedly on "the Jewish masses" to 

rise up against the Nazis throughout 1941 and 1942 and to initiate a battle for 
both national and economic liberation, the right-wing Yiddisher militerisher Far- 
band (Jewish Military Alliance of Betar Revisionists) perceived itself primarily as 
a militant Jewish self-defense group. These two principal factions comprising the 
ghetto fighters reflected the inspiration for fighting: as part of an international 
revolutionary movement and as a self-defense movement. The ultimate mixing 
of Jewish and proletarian figures in the monument may thus have been as inevi- 
table as the mixed identities of the fighters themselves. That the twenty-four- 
year-old commander of the Jewish Fighting Organization and leader of the 
revolt, Hashomer hatsa'ir activist Mordechai Anielewicz, would come to emblem- 
atize all the fighters becomes all the more intriguing, given the political rivalries 
at stake here. Forjust as he identified as a fighting Jew only insofar as he was also 
a Labor Zionist and socialist, using insurrection and revolution as his models, his 
ideological enemies on the right in the Farband fought alongside and under 
Anielewicz as militant revisionists. As a Jewish self-defense organization, the Far- 
band was fighting primarily to save a remnant of the Jews for their homeland, 
not to bring about a new economic order. Anielewicz and the Fighting Organi- 
zation saw each only as it facilitated the other. The fighters' senses of their Jewish, 
Zionist, and socialist identities were so intertwined as to make them inseparable 
in the sculptor's eyes. 13 

The first stages of rebellion came with dismantling the Judenrat, emergence 
of a unified Jewish Fighting Organization, and the purging of traitors in the 
ghetto. The armed struggle began on 18 January 1943; on this day, a contingent 
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of 800 Latvians and 200 S.S. entered the ghetto without warning to begin 
rounding up the remaining 60,000 Jews. Although caught by surprise, the Jewish 
Fighting Organization forced the Nazis to withdraw from the ghetto in a series 
of hit-and-run attacks that turned into full-blown street battles. Over the next 
three days, 1,000 Jews were killed fighting (nearly four-fifths of the Jewish 
Fighting Organization fighters), and 5,500 Jews were deported. But over 50,000 
Jews now remained, and both the Poles and Jews of Warsaw celebrated the success 
and significance of this resistance. "Beginning with January 18, the Jews of 
Warsaw have been in a state of permanent struggle against the Germans and their 
henchmen," wrote Mordechai Anielewicz to the Polish Home Army headquar- 
ters. The Polish Home Army recognized immediately the significance of this 
uprising for the one they were planning in the 25 February 1943 issue of their 
information bulletin: "The echoes of the firings and explosions, which reverber- 
ated through the Warsaw ghetto in January, have been heard all over Poland."' 4 

The actual date of the uprising's beginning, however, could never have car- 
ried the commemorative weight already assigned the official date of the revolt's 
outbreak on 19 April 1943, the eve of Passover. Liberated now from the strictures 
of an ancient paradigm, from waiting for God's intervention, the fighters of the 
Jewish Fighting Organization would now redeem themselves-as both Maccabees 
and socialists, Jews and workers. On the eve of Passover, when Jews celebrate 
God's deliverance of their forebears in the desert of exile, the Jewish Fighting 
Organization grasped fully that they were now their own deliverers. For the Ger- 
mans' part, they had recognized long before the strategic value in attacking on 
Jewish holy days: that Easter and Passover coincided this year only proved to be 
doubly fortuitous in that it inflamed the day's symbolic significance for both Jews 
on the inside and Poles outside the walls. Easter had always been a day of dread 
for Jews, a traditional day of blood libels and pogroms in Poland and Russia. As 
Polish poet Adolph Rudnicki remembered it in his poem "Easter," the day of the 
uprising held special significance for the Poles gathering outside the ghetto walls 
to watch and listen to the battles: "As soon as the words here heard, 'You may go, 
the mass is finished, halleluiah, halleluiah!' the congregations hurried from the 
overcrowded churches, their souls still aglow, all vernal, with freshly cut flowers 
in their hands, towards the walls to watch the spectacle. To watch Warsaw's Paschal 
spectacle."'5 This was to be a day of redemption all around: Christians redeemed 
by the sacrifice of their Jews in the Ghetto, Jews redeemed, if not by their God, 
then by themselves. For the Germans, there was even the further inspiration of 
Hitler's birthday, 20 April, a day for delivering to their leader the present of a 
Judenrein Warsaw.'6 

Full-pitched battles raged for six weeks after the opening skirmishes on 19 
April. Six months after the last fighters had been buried in their bunkers or dis- 
appeared into the sewers, the ghetto rubble was a dangerous place for Nazi 
patrols. In all, S.S. Major General Jurgen Stroop seemed able to account for over 
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50,000 Ghetto Jews captured or killed during the uprising. Almost all of the 
Jewish combatants died in fighting, while the remaining civilians captured were 
either shot on the spot or deported to their deaths in the camps. A handful of 
survivors escaped the ghetto when the fighting was over and joined partisan 
groups and the Polish underground; in Stroop's words, "The Warsaw Ghetto is 
no more." Depending on whether one relies on the Nazis' figures or those of the 
Polish Workers Party, German losses during the uprising range from 16 dead, 85 
wounded, to 700 dead and 1600 wounded. As usual, the precise number-hence, 
interpretation-of Nazi losses lies somewhere in between, probably close to the 
Polish historical association's estimate of 400 German dead, 1000 wounded, in 
the first ten days of fighting. As in all historical memory, the facts and their sig- 
nificance necessarily come to us intertwined, each represented in the figure of 
the other. Outside of Yugoslavia's national uprising, the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising 
was the largest and longest armed resistance in Nazi-occupied Europe during 
World War II.'7 

The Monument 

The first recorded call for a monument to the Warsaw Ghetto was 
issued not by the state, sculptor, or public-but by a poet. In his brilliant lament 
and manifesto "We, Polish Jews . . ." the exiled Polish Jewish poet Julian Tuwim 
demanded such a monument exactly one year after the uprising-the interval in 
Jewish tradition between burial and tombstone dedication. Composed in New 
York in late 1943, immediately after news of the uprising reached him, this poem 
was circulated widely within the year, reaching hundreds of thousands of Polish 
refugees in Russia by the following year, according to Ilya Ehrenburg.'8 Since it 
appeared in Moscow in 1944, where it was published in Polish by the Union of 
Polish Patriots, it seems certain that Rapoport knew of it; to what extent he may 
actually have been inspired by it may never be known. It was fitting that the poet 
first read his poem publicly at the monument's dedication. These words were not 
engraved in the monument itself, but they might now be said to be inscribed 
nevertheless in the larger text of the memorial's performance: 

There also will be a Cross of the Ghetto-a deeply symbolic name. There will be the Order 
of the Yellow Patch, denoting more merit than many a present tinsel. And there shall be 
in Warsaw and in every other Polish city some fragment of the ghetto left standing and 
preserved in its present form in all its horror of ruin and destruction. We shall surround 
that monument to the ignominy of our foes and to the glory of our tortured heroes with 
chains wrought from captured Hitler's guns, and every day we shall twine fresh live flowers 
into its iron links, so that the memory of the massacred people shall remain forever fresh 
in the minds of the generations to come, and also as a sign of our undying sorrow for 
them. 

Thus a new monument will be added to the national shrine. 
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There we will lead our children, and tell them of the most monstrous martyrdom of 
people known to the history of mankind. And in the center of this monument, its tragedy 
enhanced by the rebuilt magnificence of the surrounding city, there will burn an eternal 
fire. Passersby will uncover their heads before it.'9 

Whence, then, the original inspiration for the Warsaw Ghetto Monument? In the 
poet's imagination, it had already come to exist. The history of the uprising itself 
and its perceived significance, the sculptor's own life and lost home, and the poet's 
lament all seem to have moved the stone that became the monument. 

Given the artist's sources of historical information (Ber Mark and the Jewish 
Antifascist Committee of Moscow), his vocation as state sculptor of Soviet heroes, 
his patron's place in the party, the committees to whom he submitted his work, 
his training in the heroic school of socialist realism, and his own Jewish identifi- 
cation as Hashomer hatsa'irnik, the specific conception and figures of his early 
maquettes are not surprising. As Rapoport was to ask later, "Where was a Jewish 
sculptor supposed to turn for his memorial icons?" On the one hand, Rapoport 
was coming to his task unencumbered by a Jewish artistic tradition in which icons 
are few and forbidden. On the other hand, in Stalin's Russia he would not be able, 
in Joseph Tchaikov's postrevolutionary words, to "stride through the arts of all 
nations and create a synthesis through the prism of his specific material."20 In 
fact, Rapoport was at work in a particular time (war) and place (Russia), with 
specific historic and public icons available to him. Like the fighters themselves, he 
visualized the uprising in both Jewish and proletarian figures, each enacted in 
the other. Since any proposal he made would have to be answerable to the party 
Arts Committee, it seems clear that in addition to his own political view of the 
uprising, he must have been haunted by the vision of Stalin's unfinished bust. It 
may not have been merely a matter of appeasing the authorities, but in designing 
a government-sponsored public monument the sculptor necessarily anticipated 
both his prospective audiences-government and public. 

It was under these conditions that Rapoport submitted to the Communist 
Party Arts Committee his first model for a monument to the uprising-and this 
is where the art-historical irony begins. Condemned by some postwar critics as 
being too Stalinist and not Jewish enough,2' Rapoport's monument was rejected 
by Stalin's own arts committee for being "too narrow in conception, too nation- 
alistic"-that is, too Jewish. Never having been turned down by the authorities 
before, Rapoport appealed for help to Ilya Ehrenburg, the Jewish-Soviet jour- 
nalist and propagandist. Ehrenburg listened sympathetically but helplessly, for 
his own co-edited literary memorial to the massacre of Russian Jewry, The Black 
Book of Soviet Jewry-originally commissioned by Stalin as a potential source of 
American Jewish sympathy and support-had also been denied production for 
precisely the same reason: too Jewish.22 Just as the authorities had done in the 
case of The Black Book's manuscript, however, they bought Rapoport's maquette 
from him nevertheless-possibly to ensure that it never be produced in Russia. 
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The rejection so stung the young sculptor, he later said, that he retreated empty- 
handed to Novosibersk in mid 1943 and vowed to continue the project. 

From late 1943 until early 1945, Rapoport remained in Novosibersk, com- 
pleting projects for the state and continuing to modify his Warsaw Ghetto Mon- 
ument. Since he could not know during these years whether he would ever return 
to Poland, it is likely that official criticism and potential review committees con- 
tinued to weigh upon the monument's evolving conception. At the end of the 
war, Rapoport and his family returned to Moscow, whence he was grudgingly 
repatriated to Warsaw in early 1946. Upon his arrival in Warsaw, he asked the 
Warsaw Jewish Committee whether they might consider building a monument to 
the uprising and destruction of the Warsaw ghetto. They had not only considered 
such a monument, they replied, but had already received and rejected a submis- 
sion from a local Polish artist. What did this rejected proposal look like, Rapoport 
asked. "Two hasidim hoeing potatoes," came the reply, whereupon Rapoport 
unwrapped a small plaster cast of his own redesigned monument-smuggled out 
of the Soviet Union-which they accepted forthwith. The Jewish Committee then 
asked whether the sculptor had a location in mind. Rapoport was adamant here; 
the only possible site would be that of the uprising itself, where the first shots 
were fired, where the leader of the rebellion, Mordechai Anielewicz, had died in 
his bunker. In fact, the committee had already marked the site of the bunker in 
1946 with a large red sandstone placed in a flower bed, inscribed to the Jewish 
Fighting Organization, and so they agreed to build the Ghetto Monument nearby. 

Before taking this proposal to the Warsaw City Arts Committee, however, 
Rapoport and the Warsaw Jewish Committee needed almost a year to find fund- 
ing for it. A former ghetto activist and survivor, Adolph Berman, made an initial 
bequest, which was supplemented by the Jewish Committee in Warsaw with help 
from the Joint Distribution Committee. When monument and site were proposed 
to the City Arts Committee of Warsaw, however, they demurred. Architects and 
planners did not know at that time if the city of Warsaw itself would be rebuilt on 
the site of its destruction; plans were afoot to relocate the Polish capital altogether, 
across the Vistula River near the undestroyed Praga section of Warsaw. City plan- 
ners feared that to sanction a monument at the site of the ghetto would be to 
establish particular plans before they had been decided. In addition, they won- 
dered whether, with materials and resources so desperately short, they could 
politically afford to reconstruct the entire city around a Jewish monument. Sen- 
sitive to Stalin's hostility to the Jews, city planners feared for their own future at 
the hands of the newly established-and Soviet-controlled-unicameral parlia- 
ment. Among the committee members, Rapoport recognized one of his former 
professors of sculpture from the academy; other members included party officials 
and former partisans who sympathized with what they regarded as the leftist 
roots of the uprising and its memorializer. After several days' deliberation, the 
Warsaw City Arts Committee accepted the proposed memorial, but only under 
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the condition that it be unveiled on the fifth anniversary of the uprising, 19 April 
1948, now less than a year away. For as they hinted darkly, given an unpredictable 
political climate and increasingly tight borders, they could not guarantee permis- 
sion after that date. 

Without any studio space left standing in Warsaw-much less working mate- 
rials or a foundry-Rapoport left for Paris to turn his plaster model into bronze 
statuary. Instead of setting immediately to work, however, he spent his first sev- 
eral weeks in Paris familiarizing himself with the nascent art of postwar Europe. 
As a figurative sculptor, Rapoport realized that his place in the contemporary art 
scene had always been marginal. But now after his years as socialist realist bust 
maker in Russia, both his mode and aesthetic impulse seemed of a completely 
different era as he looked around. The more abstract and, in his view, nihilistic 
his peers' work had become, the more representational and coherent his own 
mission as prospective witness seemed to him. Reluctantly, he visited his old men- 
tors at the Academy of Fine Arts and showed them his project design. Even 
though they reassured him and even applauded his concept, Rapoport chose to 
insulate himself from further contemporary scrutiny and literally closed the door 
to his studio before going to work. 

"Could I have made a stone with a hole in it," he has asked, 

and said, "Voila! The Greatness of the Jewish People"? No, I needed to show the heroism, 
to illustrate it literally in figures everyone, not just artists, would respond to. This was to 
be a public monument after all. And what do human beings respond to? Faces, figures, 
the human form. I did not want to represent resistance in the abstract: it was not an 
abstract uprising. It was real.23 

So using kibbutznikim as his models-that is, live heroes of the Yishuv in Palestine 
who were living in Paris after the war-Rapoport set out to make, in his words, 
"a clearly national monument for the Jews, not a Polish monument. I wanted to 
show the Polish people who we really were." Who "we really were" would depend, 
of course, on Rapoport's own identity as it was refracted through his mixed self- 
mythography as Jew, socialist, and sculptor of heroes. 

As Rapoport began his work in Paris, a survivor and architect, Mark Leon 
Suzin, was commissioned to design and construct the base of the monument in 
Warsaw. Suzin planned at first to clear the mountain of rubble from the monu- 
ment's site at the corner of Zamenhoff and Gesia Streets, the latter already 
renamed M. Anielewicz Street, to anchor the monument solidly in the ground. 
With no mechanical equipment at his disposal, however, architect and assistants 
undertook this clearing by hand, a broken stone at a time. After two weeks' work 
without discernible effect, he abandoned this approach and decided to incorpo- 
rate the ruins themselves into the monument's base by pouring tons of concrete 
and reinforcement over them. Later, as the ruins settled beneath the foundation, 
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cracks appeared in the monument's granite base, which the municipal authorities 
eventually reconstructed in 1959. 

At the end of 1947, while the foundry was casting the bronze part of the 
sculpture in Paris, Rapoport and Suzin traveled to Sweden in search of granite 
for the monument's retaining wall. The Jewish Agency in Stockholm directed 
them to the best quarry in the area, where they discovered a huge cache of per- 
fectly cut Labradorite granite blocks, ready to be shipped. "Where is this sup- 
posed to go?" they asked. It was ordered during the war by Arno Breker, the 
great German sculptor, they were informed, for a monument in Berlin to com- 
memorate Hitler's victory. Satisfied that it was, in every way, the perfect granite 
for their own monument, sculptor and architect sent it directly to Warsaw. 

One month before the official Warsaw unveiling, Rapoport's foundry in Paris 
wheeled out the monument's bronze statuary for its critical debut the day before 
being shipped: "This is a beautiful work . . . of intense pathos, lively, powerful, 
and skillfully balanced," proclaimed Maurice Brillant, dean of Parisian art critics. 
He went on to suggest that its figures were painful, yet peaceful, evocative of 
Rodin and Emile Antoine Bourdelle, without being archaic.24 "It is pregnant with 
epic realism," Waldemar George wrote in the formerly clandestine resistance 
newspaper Ce matin; "It goes to the heart of things and soars so high that it reaches 
symbolism."25 Other reviews followed suit: "A living symbol of ghetto resistance, 
treated with breath-taking lyricism and grandeur," according to Georges Pille- 
ment.26 "This is a grandiose creation alive with a mighty breath," in the words of 
Pierre Desquarque; "Nathan Rapoport shows himself exceptionally gifted, capa- 
ble of recapturing the deeper meaning of heroic statuary."27 

Aside from their unanimous praise, the most striking quality in these reviews 
was the critics' unwillingness to separate the work from the events being com- 
memorated. In every case, the art critics devoted as much space to descriptions 
of the ghetto, the number of Jews killed, and the uprising itself as they did to the 
bronze relief under review. Felt history and its public memory had not yet been 
riven by time but remained united somehow in both artists' and critics' minds. 
Eyes that may have beheld actual events would now behold the memorial to them: 
memory of events was still almost visceral, so strong as to seem part of the mon- 
ument itself. The link between events, memorial evocations, and viewers was crit- 
ically palpable in 1948 in ways entirely lost to us now. 

Only in Warsaw, however, would the statuary be anchored literally in the 
destruction it commemorated, seemingly less an aesthetic reference to events 
than a part of them. The journey between its debut as bronze statue in Paris and 
its unveiling in Warsaw as monument thus transplanted the work from an aes- 
thetic to a historical realm. Fearful that Soviet soldiers would stop the ninety 
pieces of bronze statuary at the border if he shipped it overland, Rapoport sent 
it via waterway to Warsaw, where it arrived in the last week of March 1948 along 
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FIGURES 4 and 5. Clay maquette of the 
monument, showing roughly hewn 
wall and platform area as well as 
sculpture in front (top), with all four 
planned menorot visible; and bas- 
relief in back (bottom), with three of 
four planned menorot; c. 1947. 
Photo: estate of Nathan Rapoport. 

with the cut stone from Sweden. This gave the Polish stone cutters in Warsaw, 
working from Rapoport's gypsum design brought from Paris, only weeks to carve 
the bas-relief into the back of the monument before its unveiling on April 19. 
When Rapoport arrived in Warsaw to erect the entire memorial, in fact, they had 
not finished, so together with five stone cutters, he carved the back side of the 
monument as the statuary in front was being installed. 
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FIGURE 6. Detail of maquette, showing bas-relief. 

On its unveiling, five years to the day after the first shots of the uprising were 
fired, Rabbi Dreistmann of Poland opened dedication ceremonies by reciting the 
mourner's Kaddish, joined by most of the 12,000 survivors, visiting Jewish dig- 
nitaries, Polish politicians, and local spectators. According to witnesses and 
reporters, hundreds of flaming red banners of socialist and communist youth 
groups fluttered together overhead with blue-and-white star-of-David banners 
hoisted by Jewish and Zionist groups.28 Wary of setting his makeshift altar and 
Holy Ark before such a monumental graven image, however, the rabbi kept 
the thirty-one-foot-high stone-and-bronze edifice covered discreetly with sheets 
during prayers. Only when speakers like Yitzhak Zukerman, one of Anielewicz's 
surviving deputies then living in Palestine, ascended the platform was the mon- 
ument itself unveiled. In his sensitivity to the spectacle of so many Jews praying 
before such an icon, the rabbi now appears to have been prescient: for over the 
years, it has been the monument and its square (not the synagogue) that serves 
as central gathering place for both religious Jewish visitors from abroad and the 
largely unaffiliated youngJews in Warsaw. Ironically, it is as if the monument had 
retained the sense of sacred space created by the temporary Holy Ark and altar. 
For many young Polish Jews today, an annual visit to the monument to lay wreaths 
(not a traditionally Jewish ritual) on the 19th of April has become their only reg- 
ular Jewish observance.29 

Earliest sketches of the monument reflect both an insistence on Jewish themes 
and an emphasis on the proletarian form. Rather than trying to meld them into 
one set of figures, however, the sculptorjoined them back to back, bound together 
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FIGURE 7. Monument shortly after its unveiling, 19 April 1948. 
Note mounds of cleared rubble, no other buildings 
standing, and wreaths piled up at the monument's 
base. Photo: estate of Nathan Rapoport. 

by a free-standing wall of roughly hewn stone that would function both structur- 
ally and figuratively. As edifice, it literally supports the figures and meanings 
projected onto it; as tropic reference, it recalls the ghetto wall dividingJews from 
the rest of the city. And unlike other more abstract memorial forms such as the 
obelisk or pantheon, this free-standing wall resembles a great tombstone, with 
wreaths of flowers perpetually adorning its base. In Jewish custom, small pebbles 
and stones are piled into little heaps on its flat surfaces, only to be swept off by 
Polish groundskeepers. At night, the bronze figures come alive in the flickering 
light of Jahrzeit candles placed at their base, their shadows jumping and darting 
against the looming stone wall. 

This wall's most significant resonance, however, has been almost entirely 
overlooked. For as Rapoport explained, the wall was intended to recall not just 
the ghetto walls but the Western Wall in Jerusalem as well. Early photographs of 
his working maquette (figs. 4-6) show that the granite stones were indeed con- 
ceived to be much more roughly hewn than the final version, reminiscent of the 
giant blocks of the Kotel. These great stones would thus have literally supported 
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and framed the memory of the events in Warsaw in the iconographic figure of 
Judaism's holiest site, itself a monumental remnant of the Second Temple and, 
by extension, its destruction. We also see four menorot, not the final two, placed 
at each corner of the monument's base-another reference to the Temple Mount. 
Of all Jewish icons, the menorah in its visual resonance with the Maccabean 
hanuki'ah might be that most closely associated with classically Jewish resistance. 
As the Kotel has become the principal fragmentary icon of the Second Temple, 
the stones of this memorial would now suggest themselves as monumental rem- 
nants of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. 

Dynamited, torched, and then bulldozed by the Germans, the Warsaw Ghetto 
had been demolished a block at a time. In 1948 all that remained was a moon- 
scape of rubble, piled sixteen feet high, covering hundreds of acres. Anchored in 
this landscape of debris, the granite blocks in the monument appeared on its 
unveiling to rise out of the broken stones, emerging from them almost as con- 
gealed fragments of the destruction itself (fig. 7). As a singular tombstone rooted 
in this great burial mound, it seemed initially to draw its strength, massiveness, 
and authority from its relatively solitary placement amid the very destruction it 
commemorated. Location would reinforce here the sense of this memorial's link 
to events as a metonymical fragment of the event it commemorates, not just its 
displacement. 

Today the monument still stands alone in a large, well-kept square, but it is 
now surrounded by block-style apartment buildings, which diminish its earlier 

FIGURE 8. Western view of 
the monument, with 
menorah in front; c. 1982. 
Photo: Monika Krajewska. 
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FIGURE 9 (left). Detail of western view of monument, showing 
inscriptions clearly legible, "To the Jewish people, its 
heroes and martyrs"; c. 1982. Photo: Monika Krajewska. 

FIGURE 10 (right). Detail, showing Liberte figure as mother, child's 
arms upraised. Photo: estate of Nathan Rapoport. 

monolithic impact (fig. 8). Instead of seeming to pull order together out of the 
mounds of rubble around it, even being vivified by these ruins, from a distance it 
is now one rectangular block among many others. The trees, green lawns, and 
sun bathers during the summer combine to domesticate this memorial a little 
and relieve some of the basic tension created between its plastic, lifelike figures 
and massive granite base. 

The seven figures on the monument's western wall facing the open square 
are classically, even mythologically drawn (figs. 9-10): fighting their way out of 
stone, out of the burning ghetto, these heroically sculpted men and women are 
transformed to legendary proportions. Together they would represent "all the 
people" at all the stages of life. Except for one fallen youth at the lower right (a 
paean to the pathetic hero of World War I sculpture), the figures are rising to 
resist and protect themselves. Each grasps a weapon of the sort found in the 
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ghetto: a muscular prophet figure on one knee picks up a rock; a young boy at 
the left clutches a dagger; a young woman at the right cradles a Kalashnikov; the 
leader Anielewicz clenches a home-made grenade. Even the mother engulfed by 
flames raises her right arm defensively, as does the baby in her other arm. All are 
vulnerably exposed; none has armor or protective clothing of any sort, only a 
sheath of sculpted muscle. As others have noted, in her bared breast and pose, 
the woman here clearly recalls Delacroix's Liberte and, by extension, the revolu- 
tionary insurrection she has come to symbolize in France.30 In his bare chest, 
tattered clothes, and rolled-up sleeves, clutching his grenade almost like a 
hammer, Rapoport's Anielewicz is unmistakably proletarian, marching forth as 
both worker and partisan to lead his fighters, now as one figured by the other. 

The monument's dedication is inscribed in Hebrew, Yiddish, and Polish "To 
the Jewish People-Its Heroes and Its Martyrs," but to see the martyrs we must 
walk around to the stone bas-relief on the shaded side of the monument (fig. 11). 
In numerical reference to the tribes of Israel, twelve stooped and huddled figures 
on the reverse embody archaic, archetypal Jews in exile, with only three Nazi 
helmets and two bayonets barely visible in the background to distinguish this 
expulsion from any other. Eyes to the ground, all trudge resignedly to their fate- 
except for a rabbi holding a Torah scroll in one arm, who looks up and reaches 
to heaven as if to beseech God. By his own admission, Rapoport clearly recalls 
Hirszenberg's Golus, which became, as David Roskies reminds us, "the first icon 

~~~~~VA~~~~~~ 

FIGURE 11. Detail of eastern view of monument, 
showing bas-relief procession of exile. 
Photo: James E. Young. 
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of Jewish suffering to gain a mass audience"-itself echoing the procession on 
the Arch of Titus.31 As such, it was used by Rapoport as a recognizably public 
archetype for his newly deported Jews. And like the poet Avraham Sutzkever, 
who never portrays a German except as a type, Rapoport has chosen never to 
represent the faces of Nazis, instead referring only metonymically to them by the 
tips of their bayonets, the distinctive slope of their helmets. 

The result here is a two-sided monument, representing two kinds of Jewish 
types, each to be viewed separately. But in addition to the narrative movement on 
each side of the wall (the martyrs marching laterally right to left, the heroes 
ascending vertically), I detect a movement between opposing sides within the core 
of the wall itself, from dark side to light. For as we see from a side view of the 
monument, the martyrs engraved into the granite necessarily recede into it and 
become invisible, as if absorbed into the stone. On the western side facing the 
open square, however, the heroes' profiles stand out in distinct relief. In this 
movement between sides, the ancient type seems to pass into the shaded wall only 
to emerge triumphantly out of the other side into the western light: one type is 
literally recessive, the other emergent. 

The Monument's Life 
in Mind and Community 

Memory is not merely passed down from generation to generation in 
the Warsaw Ghetto Monument but is necessarily recast in the minds of each new 
generation at its base. Every official visitor, every tourist, every government cer- 
emony and dissident counter-ceremony adds one more patina of meaning to the 
bronze and stone in this square-and by extension, to the events commemorated 
here. This recasting of memory has not been uniform or continuous, however; 
in fact, until recently the Ghetto Monument has led an altogether precarious 
life in the minds of local, non-Jewish Poles. To some extent, this reflects its dual 
life in two communities: one Jewish, the other Polish. Had a larger remnant of 
Polish Jewry survived in Warsaw, the monument might have retained a specifi- 
cally Jewish voice. But in the center of a non-Jewish population regarding itself 
under still another foreign occupation, it has become a more universal focal point 
for its present community's memory. 

In his early recollections of the Jewish Uprising, Polish historian Jerzy Kirch- 
mayer wrote that "the military importance of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising is 
above all in its repercussions among the Polish people."32 During the war and 
immediately afterward, Poles regarded the Jewish rebellion as inspiration for 
their own uprising a year later. Over the years, however, they have found an 
increasingly mixed and contrary inspiration in the Ghetto Monument itself. For 
until its recent adoption as place de resistance by dissidents of all ranks and stripes, 
the monument was widely disdained by Poles as a place of resentment, not resis- 
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tance. In the minds of many survivors of the 1944 Polish Uprising, the Ghetto 
Monument recalled not the Jewish rebellion that may have inspired their own so 
much as the absence of a memorial to the Polish Uprising. 

Poles remember well the 1948 campaign in the communist press to discredit 
the Home Army's role in the Warsaw Uprising, the vilification of their national 
heroes as quasi-fascists. This led some to suspect that when authorities approved 
the Ghetto Monument, it was not only to substitute socialist heroes of the Jews 
for Polish heroes of the Home Army but, even worse, to expunge memory of the 
Red Army's passive role in the Nazis' brutal crushing of the rebellion. No mon- 
ument remembers what all Poles will never forget: that while 180,000 Poles died 
in the 1944 Warsaw Uprising and the Germans razed the city a block at a time, 
the Red Army camped quietly across the Vistula River. A 1945 memorial statue 
of Russian soldiers dedicated to the Soviet liberators of Warsaw Brotherhood in 
Arms-just over the river in the Praga section is thus dubbed by locals as "Monu- 
ment to the Sleeping Soldiers." Though the first proposal for a monument to the 
1944 Uprising came from the Warsaw evening paper, Ekspres wzeczorny, in 1946, 
and others from different memorial committees followed in 1956, 1981, and 
1984, political and aesthetic disagreements over every aspect of the monument 
-for example, its name and whether it should be devoted to the uprising itself 
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or to the Home Army heroes-have paralyzed final production, which is now 
scheduled for August 1989. The only existing national memorial to the 1944 
uprising-a Polish Nike ambiguously inscribed to "The Heroes of Warsaw"-is 
held in ambivalent esteem as little more than a token gesture to remembrance, 
transcendent and confused in its classical reference to victory.33 

Given his own political battles within the Jewish Fighting Organization, Mor- 
dechai Anielewicz might well have appreciated the bitter memorial wars now 
waged at the foot of the Ghetto Monument every April 19th during the govern- 
ment's annual ceremonies. As it turns out, not even the most vigilant efforts by 
the state can save the monument from performing the memory of other, con- 
flicting interests (fig. 12). Of course, "Ad Hoc Events on Ghetto Revolt Irk 
Warsaw," as the New York Times headline reminds us; any commemoration other 
than the official one undermines the authority of meaning-and its naturalness- 
imputed to events by the government. In response to the government's charge 
that competing commemorations at the Ghetto Monument aim only to exploit 
memory of the uprising for these groups' own causes, the sole surviving leader 
of the Ghetto Uprising still in Poland, Marek Edelman, answered, "We came to 
the conclusion that it would be good to do something, not against the official 
commission, but parallel to it."34 His group's remembrance of the Bundists shot 
by the Russians after the war was not supposed to displace the state's memory 
but, perhaps more dangerously still, to add to it. In this way, the overall effect 
would not be one clear memorial message but a cacophony of competing voices, 
a mixed message. 

Painfully aware of the need for a site to endow their own struggle with nation- 
alist and collective identity, Solidarity Trade Union movement leaders have always 
been loudest in their demands for a monument to the Polish Warsaw Uprising of 
1944. Both the government and its opposition fully grasp the consequences of 
providing such a memorial site, a ready-made arena for the performance of con- 
temporary resistance infused with the righteousness of past resistance. This 
became especially clear during the 1988 Polish commemorations of the Warsaw 
Ghetto Uprising, held as usual at the base of the Ghetto Monument. "We com- 
memorate this struggle today in a special way," Lech Walesa proclaimed in a letter 
drafted for the occasion, "because in this land, the land of so many uprisings, the 
uprising of the Jewish fighters was perhaps the most Polish of all uprisings."35 In 
this conciliatory gesture, Walesa means to enlarge the Poles' national sense of 
themselves to include memory of the Jews, to suggest that they were (and by 
extension, still are) part of Polish heritage. By thus incorporating the Jewish 
rebellion into Polish national history, Walesa makes the Ghetto Uprising available 
to all Poles as a national figure of resistance, one with increasingly tangled con- 
sequences .36 

With this in mind, historical parallels between past, present, and prospective 
uprisings are encouraged in official Polish interpretations of the Ghetto Monu- 
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ment, even as they are carefully constrained. This is accomplished partly by the 
monument's central location in the city and partly by the government's canny 
incorporation of it into the national commemorative cycle. Challenged by Soli- 
darity's gradual unionization of the Ghetto Monument since 1980, the govern- 
ment launched its own campaign to nationalize it after 1983. As the government 
seems to recognize, the memorial space, if left vacant, will be filled by someone 
else's meaning, some memory other than theirs. The square surrounding the 
Ghetto Monument has thus become both a dangerous and necessary memorial 
space for the state, whose best interest ironically is now to preserve its literal ref- 
erence to the Jewish uprising while assiduously avoiding its symbolic reference to 
current resistance. In officially sponsored wreath-laying ceremonies, therefore, 
the government would attempt to sustain the memory of the Jewish uprising, 
even as it would limit memory's potency as contemporary inspiration. Every year 
the government may well fear that, left to its own devices, Solidarity might com- 
memorate the Ghetto Uprising by actually reenacting it: the six-week uprising 
would replay itself now in the figures of present-day workers on strike. This is 
precisely what happened in 1988, when commemorations begun at the Warsaw 
Ghetto Monument the 19th of April ended in a strike at the Gdansk shipyards 
six weeks later. 

This is why the government hopes that a recently dedicated memorial route 
originating near the Ghetto Monument and running to the Umschlagplatz (site 
of the Jews' transfer to death-camp trains) will, in the words of the state press, 
"link the already existing monuments commemorating the martyrdom of the 
Jewish people, endow them with due rank, and include them in the symbolic 
landscape of Warsaw."37 The monument is now joined deliberately to sur- 
rounding memorials by a path that leads from one memorial tablet to the next, a 
visitors' walking narrative that confers meaning on all parts of the route, each in 
light of the others. Memory begins here in front of a "Tree of Common Remem- 
brance" dedicated both to Jews who perished and to Poles who died trying to 
rescue them; with Polish and Jewish memory seemingly unified, visitors turn to 
face the Ghetto Monument itself, the next station on this path. From here 
the trail continues with stops-nineteen in all-at syenite tablets commemorat- 
ing specific heroes of the ghetto, including Ringelblum, Korczak, and various 
fighters; after winding through several city blocks, the route ends at the new 
Umschlagplatz memorial, whence 350,000 Jews were deported to their deaths. 
As one node among others in a matrix of monuments devoted to remembering 
Polish history, the Warsaw Ghetto Monument would thus be incorporated into a 
national memorial landscape. 

The tendency by Solidarity to figure its contemporary resistance in the mem- 
ory of the Ghetto Uprising is thus matched by the official move to represent 
memory of the Poles' averted genocide in the trope of the Jews' actual fate. The 
result is a reaffirmation both of the new Polish memory of Jews as fighters and of 
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FIGURE 13 (left). Willy 
Brandt visits the Ghetto 
Monument, and Der 
Spiegel asks, "Should 
Brandt have kneeled?" 
14 December 1970. 
FIGURE 14 (opposite, left). 
Jimmy Carter at the 
monument. New York : -< - !Times, 31 December 1977. 
Photo: Associated Press. 

- > < a;FIGURE 15 (opposite, right). 
Pope John Paul II kneels 
at the foot of the 
monument in prayer, 18 
June 1983. Photo: estate 
of Nathan Rapoport. 

the Jews' destruction in Poland. In fact, with so few living and breathing Jews left 
in Poland, Jews have come to exist primarily in the twin memorial references 
embodied by the Ghetto Monument: as metonymies for destruction and heroism. 
"The uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto belongs to the history of both the Polish and 
the Jewish nations," the editors of Warsaw's Trybuna ludu write; "The present 
observances . . . occur at a time of wide upsurge of interest in Poland in the 
centuries-old Polish-Jewish history, in the role of Polish Jews in cultural, eco- 
nomic, and social life, in our common fate. This also includes a growth of interest in the 
last stage of the common fate, prepared for theJews and Poles by the Nazis."38 As is already 
clear in Poland's many other memorials and museums to the time of Sho'ah, the 
annihilation of Polish Jewry increasingly serves as the primary figure by which 
Poles have come to remember their own suffering during World War II .39 

In addition to the ways Poles have begun to refigure both their past and 
present in light of the Jewish Uprising, other national leaders and groups con- 
tinue to adopt the monument as their fighting icon as well. In the accompanying 
photographs, we recall just a few of the different heads of state who have called 
on the monument to pay their respects to it-but to what and to whom is each of 
these people paying his respects? Was Nehru remembering the Jewish fighters or 
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his country's own independence a few years before? As clearly moved as Willy 
Brandt was on his historic and conciliatory visit to the monument on 7 December 
1970, his German compatriots were more preoccupied by the propriety of such 
a gesture when they asked later, "Should Brandt have kneeled?" (fig. 13).4? In the 
midst of planning to bring Menachem Begin and Anwar Sadat together at Camp 
David, Jimmy Carter also visited the monument. Featured on the front page of 
the New York Times (31 December 1977), the president's pilgrimage of remem- 
brance may have been intended as much to reassure worried Jewish leaders as it 
was to recall the uprising itself (fig. 14). When John Paul II returned to Poland 
as pope, it was as national hero that he visited the Warsaw Ghetto Monument (fig. 
15). When he left the monument, having remembered the ghetto fighters, he was 
in turn remembered as a fighter in the Polish resistance. 

In what may be regarded as the most extreme example of self-representation 
in the figures of this monument, a delegate from the Palestine Liberation Orga- 
nization also laid a wreath at the monument in 1983 and pronounced that "as 
the Jews were then justified to rise up against their Nazi murderers, so now are 
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the Palestinians justified in their own struggle with the Zionists." Whether or not 
the PLO found actual or only rhetorical inspiration in the Ghetto Uprising, 
during the Palestinians' intifada five years later in Gaza and the West Bank, 
another delegation of Palestinians laid a wreath dedicated in Polish "to those who 
perished in the Ghetto Uprising from those who perished in the Palestinian 
Uprising.' Ironically, the monument may finally allow this kind of appropria- 
tion, for even though the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising was conceived and carried out 
largely by Zionist groups within the Jewish Fighting Organization, no trace of the 
rebels' Zionist origins is evident in the monument itself. Were its figures more 
explicitly Zionist, this monument might hold significant new consequences for 
the kind of self-understanding it now generates in its Palestinian visitors. 

In fact, the decision to recast the Warsaw Ghetto Monument in Israel after 
1967 came about partly amid fears that its Jewish life in Poland could not be 
guaranteed. During Poland's anti-Semitic purges following the Six-Day War, 
American Jews and Israelis worried that, as Polish Jews were being expelled from 
the party and unions, Jewish meaning would be elided from the memorial land- 
scape. It was not that anyone feared the actual dismantling of the monument; in 
being left to stand so all alone in an environment both hostile to and bereft of 
Jews, however, the Ghetto Monument's Jewish significance and character now 
seemed threatened as never before. With this in mind, the American philanthro- 
pist and Warsaw survivor Leon Jolson commissioned a reproduction of the mon- 
ument from its original forms, with slight aesthetic modifications, to be installed 
at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem, where its Jewish national spirit would be preserved 
(fig. 16). 

By the time the frontal relief of the Warsaw Ghetto Monument was installed 
here in 1975, Rapoport's Anielewicz had already been adopted as an honorary 
Israeli archetype, reproduced on postage stamps, book jackets, tour pamphlets, 
and commemorative guides to Holocaust Remembrance Day programs.42 Con- 
ceived by a nationalist sculptor, inspired by a Jewish uprising, this monument 
recalls simultaneously both the traditional weakness of diaspora Jewry and the 
consequent need for organized defense, which was embodied first in the Warsaw 
rebellion and then again in the new Jewish state. In Israel, therefore, this cannot 
be a memorial to victims so much as it is to victory: it recalls the Jews' ultimate 
triumph over the Nazis in their survival and, in having risen at all, the Jews' victory 
over their own past responses to persecution. If in being framed by the stones of 
the Kotel, Anielewicz and the Jewish Fighting Organization can be perceived as 
direct descendants of the Maccabees, then the Israel Defense Force would now 
see itself directly descended from the ghetto fighters. That a handful of fighters 
from the Warsaw Ghetto lived to fight as well in Israel's War of Independence 
only reinforces the link between past and present heroism. 

In effect, Rapoport has helped resolve the dilemma of Jewish monument 
makers working in a tradition with so few monumental icons. For he has in 
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FIGURE 16. Monument's reproduction at Yad Vashem, Israel, 
showing front and back walls of original as a 
procession leading to ascending heroes, Liberte as 
modestly draped. Photo: estate of Nathan Rapoport. 

the end contributed to popular Jewish iconography its own icon of resistance 
and martyrdom. Located now in the matrix of Israeli memory at Yad Vashem 
on Har Hazikaron (Remembrance Hill) in Jerusalem, the reproduction of the 
Ghetto Monument figures Holocaust memory in the images of heroes, even as 
it is in turn refigured by Israel's own wars. By uniting past heroism and resistance 
with present, the monument reciprocally invites Israelis to remember parts of 
their own war experiences in the image of the Ghetto Uprising. In the monu- 
ment's square at Yad Vashem, Israeli soldiers, new immigrants, and Baptist tour- 
ists alike linger before it. The tourists might be forgiven if they occasionally glance 
between bronze ghetto fighters and young soldiers gathered nearby to fix them 
in analogue; after all, the soldiers themselves are bused to this square as part 
of their military education precisely to know themselves in light of past fighting 
Jews. 

In fact, when the Ghetto Monument's reproduction was initially unveiled in 
Jerusalem, it memorialized only the heroes: the bas-relief to the martyrs followed 
eighteen months later. Instead of emerging from actual blocks of Jerusalem lime- 
stone recalled by the monument's base in Warsaw, however, the ghetto fighters 
are set here against a red brick wall, recalling the ghetto wall, not the great stones 
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of the Kotel. And unlike its back-to-back setting in Warsaw, the two sides of the 
monument are opened up like a book to show both heroes and martyrs simulta- 
neously, inviting a comparison by the eye as it follows the procession of archetypal 
martyrs from right to left to the heroically rising fighters. Even here the subtler 
movement within the stone of the Warsaw monument is recalled: the martyrs' 
facade is recessed into the brick, while the adjacent fighters emerge from it. 
Unlike the Warsaw version, however, Liberte's right breast is draped modestly in 
deference to Jerusalem's religious sensibilities, no longer quite as free as she had 
been in Europe. 

In several countries, one or two historical figures have come to embody 
memory of the Holocaust period, each reflecting and affirming a nation's ethos 
and understanding of events. As Mordechai Anielewicz and Hannah Szenish- 
two who rose to resist destruction-might exemplify national memory of the 
Sho'ah in Israel, Elie Wiesel and Anne Frank would figure popular American 
remembrance of the Holocaust in images of victimization and hope. While Sho'ah 
and Gvurah (Heroism) are almost always twinned in Israel (as illustrated by Rapo- 
port's monument, or the designation of Yad Vashem as "Heroes and Martyrs 
Authority"), American memory of this period is most often figured by Holocaust 
only. Even Yom Hasho'ah Vehagvurah (Day of Holocaust and Heroism), decreed 
by an act of the Israeli parliament in 1951 to fall on the 27th of Nissan (the middle 
of the uprising period), is marked by the abbreviated Yom Hasho'ah (Day of 
Holocaust) in America. Aside from a much modified version of the monument s 
fighters at the Workmen's Circle Building in New York, only the Ghetto Monu- 
ment's bas-relief of martyrs is recast in America. Bronze reliefs entitled The Last 
March taken from the original cast have been reproduced at synagogues and sem- 
inaries in New York City, Syracuse, and Dallas-and are dedicated to the six mil- 
lion Jews who perished, without reference to the monument's heroes.43 

When Walter Benjamin observed that "even the most perfect reproduction 
of a work of art is lacking in one element: its presence in time and space, its unique 
existence at the place where it happens to be," he suggested two greater truths as 
well: that part of the work of art is its particular time and place and that even 
though a work can be reproduced, once transported, its presence may not be 
recoverable.44 Later in the same essay, Benjamin brings to our attention an aspect 
considered at greater length here: in new times and places, reproductions accrue 
new kinds of presence, new meanings and significance. The Warsaw Ghetto 
Monument, in particular, has undergone as many personality changes as it has 
reproductions in Israel and America. Depending on which part is reproduced, 
in what medium, and where, the monument remembers only heroes, only mar- 
tyrs, only Jews, or only Poles. In its many echoes and reproductions, the Ghetto 
Monument's image has become a kind of memorial currency, an all-purpose icon- 
ographic tender whose value fluctuates in every new time and place. 
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Conclusion 

Most discussions of the Ghetto Monument ignore the essentially public 
dimension of its memorial performance, remaining either formally aestheticist 
or almost piously historical. While it is true that Rapoport will never be regarded 
by art historians as highly as contemporaries such as Jacques Lipshitz and Henry 
Moore, neither can his work be dismissed critically on the basis of its popular 
appeal. Unabashedly figurative, heroic and referential, his work seems to be 
doomed precisely by those qualities-public accessibility and historical referen- 
tiality-that make it monumental. But in fact, it may be just this public popularity 
that finally constitutes the monument's aesthetic performance-and that leads 
memorials like the Warsaw Ghetto Monument to demand public and historical 
disclosure, even as they condemn themselves to critical obscurity. Instead of stop- 
ping at formal questions, or at issues of historical referentiality, we must go on to 
ask how memorial representations of history may finally weave themselves into 
the course of ongoing events. 

While questions of high and low art may well continue to inform the discus- 
sion surrounding Holocaust monuments, they must not dictate the critical dis- 
cussion any longer. Instead, we might keep in mind the reductive-occasionally 
vulgar-excesses in popular memorial representations, even as we qualify our 
definitions of kitsch and challenge its usefulness as a critical category for the dis- 
cussion of public monuments. Rather than patronizing mass tastes, we recognize 
the sheer weight of public taste and that certain conventional forms in avowedly 
public art may eventually have consequences for public memory-whether or not 
we think they should. This is to acknowledge the unfashionable, even archaic 
aspects of Rapoport's work even as we look beyond them. It is also to recognize 
that public art such as this demands additional critical criteria if the lives and 
meanings of such works are to be sustained-and not denied-by art-historical 
discourse. 

For there is a difference between avowedly public art-exemplified in public 
monuments like this-and art produced almost exclusively for the art world-its 
critics, other artists, and galleries-that has yet to be properly recognized. People 
do not come to a monument like Rapoport's because it is new, cutting edge, or 
fashionable; as Rapoport's critics are quick to note, this monument is none of 
these. Where contemporary art is produced as self- or medium-reflexive, public 
Holocaust monuments are produced specifically to be historically referential, to 
lead viewers beyond themselves to an understanding or evocation of events. As 
public monuments, these memorials generally avoid referring hermetically to the 
processes that brought them into being. Where contemporary art invites viewers 
and critics to contemplate its own materiality, or its relationship to other works 
before and after itself, the aim of memorials is not to remark their own presence 
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so much as past events that are no longer present. In this sense, Holocaust memo- 
rials immediately point beyond themselves. 

The fundamental dilemma facing contemporary monument makers is thus 
two-sided and recalls the dilemma facing prospective witnesses in any medium. 
First, how does one refer to events in a medium that can refer only to itself? 
And second, if the aim is to remember-that is, to refer to-a specific person, 
defeat, or victory, how can it be done abstractly? For many who survived to testify 
to the Sho'ah, memory and testimony are one; witness for these survivors entails 
the most literal transmission possible of what they had seen and experienced. 
Since few survivors would regard themselves as witnesses to form alone, as 
became clear in the art recovered from the ghettos and camps, even artists of the 
avant-garde redefined their aesthetic task as testimonial realists.45 What has come 
to be regarded as "documentary" art and literature seemed to them the only 
mode in which evidence or witness could be delivered. But as historians and lit- 
erary critics have come to accept the impulse in writers to testify in narrative, even 
as they look beyond witness to the kinds of knowledge created in such writing, so 
might critical viewers of Holocaust memorials accept the parallel impulse in Holo- 
caust memorial makers to testify through figuration-before turning to the ways 
public memory is organized in such figures.46 

As others have noted, modern and avant-garde sculptors between the wars 
in Europe were rarely invited to commemorate the victories or losses, battles or 
war dead of World War 1.47 The reluctance on the part of donors and government 
sponsors to commission abstract memorials, in particular, seems to have stemmed 
from two parallel impulses in the public and state. On the one hand, the aim of 
war-related memorials was perceived generally to valorize the suffering in such 
a way as to justify it historically. On the other hand, this aim was best accomplished 
by recalling traditional heroic icons in order to invest memory of recent war with 
past pride and loyalties, which would also explain the recent war in ways visible 
and seemingly self-evident to the public. In both cases, figurative imagery seemed 
to naturalize best the state's memorial messages. It was clear to those in position 
to memorialize World War I that the primary aim of modern sculptors after the 
war was to repudiate and lament-not affirm-both the historical realities and 
the archaic values that seemed to have spawned them. 

Not that many of the modern sculptors would have shown much interest in 
such projects to begin with. At the end of what was regarded as the nadir of 
European civilization, artists and monument makers vociferously resisted tradi- 
tional mimetic and heroic evocations of events, contending that any such remem- 
brance would elevate and mythologize them. In their view, yet another classically 
proportioned Prometheus would have falsely glorified and thereby affirmed the 
horrible suffering they were called upon to commemorate. In the minds of many 
graphic and literary artists of the time, this would have been tantamount to 
betraying not only their experience of the Great War but also the new reason for 
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art's existence after the war: to challenge the world's realities and the conventions 
encouraging them. If figurative statuary were demanded of them, then, only 
antiheroic figures would do, as exemplified in the pathetic heroes of Wilhelm 
Lehmbruck's Fallen Man and Seated Youth (1917). As true to the artists' interwar 
vision as these works may have been, neither public nor state seemed ready to 
abide memorial edifices built on foundations of doubt instead of valor. The 
pathetic hero was thus condemned by emerging totalitarian regimes in Germany 
and Russia as defeatist for seeming to embody all that was worth forgetting-not 
remembering-in the war. 

Abstraction, in addition to the ways it diffuses a work's sense of mimetic wit- 
ness, may frustrate as well the memorial's capacity as locus for shared self-image 
and commonly held ideals. In its hermetic and personal vision, abstraction 
encourages private visions in viewers, which would defeat the communal and 
collective aims of public memorials. On the one hand, the specificity of realistic 
figuration would seem to thwart multiple messages, while abstract sculpture 
could accommodate as many meanings as could be projected onto it. But in fact, 
it is almost always a figurative monument like the Warsaw Ghetto Monument that 
serves as point of departure for political performances. It is as if figurative sculp- 
ture like this were needed to engage viewers with likenesses of people, to evoke 
an empathic link between viewer and monument that might then be marshaled 
into particular meaning. 

In referring to the general condition of the world, an inner state of mind, 
broken trust in mankind, or even art's inability to represent the real, abstract 
forms still offer artists the widest possible variety of expression. Maya Lin's suc- 
cinctly abstract Vietnam Veterans Memorial, for example, commemorates the 
nation's ambivalence toward the Vietnam War and its veterans in ways altogether 
unavailable in figuration.8 Instead of merely condemning the figurative mode as 
archaic and out-of-touch, however, we might also acknowledge the need in public 
audiences for figuration, even as we recall the constructed nature of figurative 
iconography. In this way, we can keep monumental figuration from naturalizing 
itself, from putting a finish on its significance. By breaking the figurative icon into 
its performative parts and reinvesting the memorial text with the memory of its 
own constructedness, we might thus remember the essential abstraction of figu- 
rative iconography. 

Through this attention to the activity of memorialization, we might also re- 
mind ourselves that public memory is constructed, and that there are worldly 
consequences in the kinds of historical understanding generated by monuments. 
Our questions have not been, Can a monument witness events? or How do mon- 
uments distort history? but rather, How have monuments like this organized 
historical memory? What are the social, political, and aesthetic dimensions com- 
prising the monument's public life? What is our role in it all? and finally, What 
are the consequences for our current lives in light of the ways our past is memo- 
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rialized? In these questions, we find that the performance of the Warsaw Ghetto 
Monument depends not on some measured distance between history and its mon- 
umental representation but in the conflation of private and public memory, in 
the memorial activity by which minds reflecting on the past inevitably precipitate 
in the present historical moment. 

Notes 

I would like to thank the Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture and the National 
Endowment for the Humanities for grants supporting work on this article, which I 
delivered in much abbreviated form at the Association for Jewish Studies annual con- 
ference in Boston, 1986. 

1. David Roskies has discussed both this resonance and the exile motif itself in much 
greater detail in Against the Apocalypse: Responses to Catastrophe in Modern Jewish Culture 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1984), 276-80. 

2. Though Rapoport's monument continues to be celebrated in the popular press and 
Jewish journals, it has been almost completely ignored by the art-historical and cura- 
torial establishment. Selected essays about the Warsaw Ghetto Monument include: 
Eliezer Ben Hadash, "Nathan Rapoport: Sculptor of Jewish Resurgence," Israel Today, 
12 January 1960, 8-9; Leon E. Brown, "Monumental Works from Warsaw to Phila- 
delphia,"Jewish Times, 16 February 1984, 1, 3; Helen Collins, "The Magical Works of 
Nathan Rapoport,"Jewish Horizon, 25 March 1982, 1, 3; Anne Glass, "'Never to Forget 

"'Jewish Standard, 15 May 1972, 2-3; Bernard Gotfryd, "Casting the Holocaust in 
Bronze,"Jewish Monthly, April 1985, 18-19; Freema Gottlieb, "Monument to Survival: 
A Talk with Nathan Rapoport," Haddassah Magazine, December 1981, 24-25, 37; Marc 
Kornblatt, "Nathan Rapoport Remembers the Uprising," Congress Monthly, April/May 
1983, 13-14; Ernie Meyer, "Monument to Revolt Set Up at Yad Vashem," Jerusalem 
Post, 15 January 1975, 2; Nathan Rapoport, "Chronicler of the Holocaust,"Jewish Stan- 
dard, 15 June-1 July 1972, 3, 18; Bea Stadtler, "Remembering the 6,000,000," National 
Jewish Monthly, April 1968, 12, 16; Richard Yaffe, Nathan Rapoport: Sculptures and Mon- 
uments (New York, 1980). 

3. In this seven-minute film by Jan Kulma, the monument is broken into cubist pastiche, 
filmed in its parts, put to Arnold Schoenberg's Chorus of the Warsaw Ghetto Survivors, 
and narrated in a libretto voice-over, "This I Cannot Forget." It was produced for 
Warsaw television, though never shown. 

4. Robert Musil, "Monuments," in Posthumous Papers of a Living Author, trans. Peter 
Wortsman (Hygiene, Colo., 1987), 61. 

5. In an earlier essay, I suggest that a critique like this might thus save icons of remem- 
brance from hardening into idols of remembrance; see James E. Young, "Memory and 
Monument," in Geoffrey H. Hartman, ed., Bitburg in Moral and Political Perspective 
(Bloomington, Ind., 1986), 112; reprinted in expanded form in Young, Writing and 
Rewriting the Holocaust: Narrative and the Consequences of Interpretation (Bloomington, 
Ind., 1988). 

For an excellent discussion of "the struggle between iconoclasm and idolatry," see 
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W.J. T. Mitchell, Iconology: Image, Text, Ideology (Chicago, 1986), 160-208. 
6. Much of the following material and all of Rapoport's words are culled from three days 

of interviews with him taped by the author, 15 February, 22 February, and 1 March 
1986. I have relied on Rapoport's recollections, not to privilege their accuracy so much 
as to make the sculptor's own memory and understanding of events part of the memo- 
rial work here. 

7. For examples from his work, Rapoport pointed to the triangle in his monument to 
Mordechai Anielewicz at Yad Mordechai in Israel; the circle in Jacob Struggling with the 
Angel, located in Toronto; the two cylinders in Megilat-esh (Scroll of Fire) at Kesalon in 
Israel; and the great rectangular block of the Warsaw Ghetto Monument itself. 

8. A methodological dilemma emerges here: in focusing solely on the monument, the 
author would risk turning events themselves into a mere footnote to their memorial- 
ization. As readers will recognize, this is, in fact, one of the critical liabilities in any 
study of a text's signifying activity: inquiries into how texts work seem often to exclude 
the historical events spawning such texts in the first place. With this in mind, I reiterate 
that this issue of a text's relationship to events is at the heart of this particular inquiry; 
it is only in this context that I present any version of the uprising at all. 

9. Quoted in Reuben Ainsztein, The Warsaw Ghetto Revolt (New York, 1979), 3. The pre- 
cise source of this quotation is unclear, since Ainsztein's attribution of it to The Black 
Book (New York, 1946), 178, is in itself mistaken. 

10. Even before the Great Liquidation, on 7 June 1942 Hashomer hatsa'ir's ghetto-pub- 
lished Der Oifbroi would proclaim: 

The Jewish masses have not yet rid themselves of their distrust of their own 
fighting capabilities and given up the hope of salvation coming from out- 
side.... Within the limited possibilities of the ghetto we must prepare the 
ground for a revolutionary Jewish deed. From Jewish pain and sufferings 
there must grow up the strength that together with all the revolutionary 
forces in Europe and the backing of the Red Army will rise to fight against 
Nazi slavery. 

Quoted in Ainsztein, Warsaw Ghetto Revolt, 29. 
11. From Der Ruf, 15 May 1942, as quoted in Ber Mark, Uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto (New 

York, 1975), 99. 
12. A year after the uprising, the Jewish Workers Alliance cabled this anniversary message 

from Warsaw (19 April 1944) to the Jewish Antifascist Committee in Moscow, 
requesting that it be printed in the Russian press: 

In connection with the anniversary of the heroic struggle in the Warsaw 
Ghetto, we send battle greetings to the victorious Soviet Army, to Gen. Ber- 
ling's Polish Army, and to Jewish workers throughout the world, battling for 
economic and national liberation. 

Quoted in Mark, Uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto, 192. This appeared in Moscow about 
the time Rapoport was submitting his sculpture to the authorities. 

13. On another, more personal level, it is also possible that Rapoport simply identified 
with the leader Anielewicz. Both were members of Hashomer hatsa'ir before the war, 
and both fled to Russian-occupied territory when Germany attacked Poland. While 
Rapoport stayed in Russia, however, Anielewicz returned to organize the Jewish resis- 
tance. During the Great Liquidation, Anielewicz had gone to Bedzin and Sosnowiec 
on an Antifascist Bloc assignment; when he returned, he found that his mother and 
sister had been deported and killed in Treblinka. Rapoport's own mother and sister 
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were deported and killed in the same action. According to the sculptor, in one of his 
mother's last letters from the ghetto to him in Russia, she complained that "all you left 
me were brushes and paints, when it should have been guns and bullets." 

14. Ainsztein, Warsaw Ghetto Revolt, 79, 81. 
15. Ibid., 108. 
16. For more on this kind of apocalyptic coordination between Nazi "actions" and the 

Jewish calendar, see Roskies, Against the Apocalypse, 191, 202. 
17. Among first-person and historical accounts of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, these 

works in English offer full, occasionally competing, versions; Ainsztein, Warsaw Ghetto 
Revolt; Meyer Barkai, The Fighting Ghettos (Philadelphia, 1962); Wladyslaw Barto- 
szewski, The Warsaw Ghetto: A Christian's Testimony, trans. Stephen G. Cappellari 
(Boston, 1987); Marek Edelman, The Ghetto Fighters (New York, 1946); Philip 
Friedman, ed., Martyrs and Fighters: The Epic of the Warsaw Ghetto (New York, 1954); 
Bernard Goldstein, The Stars Bear Witness (New York, 1949); Yisrael Gutman, The Jews 
of Warsaw: Ghetto, Underground, Revolt (Bloomington, Ind., 1982); Gutman and Shmuel 
Krakowski, Unequal Victims: Poles andJews During World War II (New York, 1986); Mark, 
Uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto; Vladka Meed, On Both Sides of the Wall (Israel, 1973); Sybil 
Milton, ed. and trans., The Stroop Report (New York, 1979); Yuri Suhl, They Fought Back 
(New York, 1965); David Wydowinski, And We Are Not Saved (New York, 1985). 

18. See Julian Tuwim, My, Zydzi Polscy ... [We, Polish Jews ... ], ed. Chone Shmeruk 
(Jerusalem, 1984), 7. 

19. Ibid., 20. The next line of the poem reads, "And the Christians will cross themselves," 
which distinguishes somewhat ironically between Christians and Jews, who would tra- 
ditionally cover their heads in such a holy place, not uncover them. 

20. Joseph Tchaikov, Sculpture (Kiev, 1921), as quoted in Avram Kampf, Jewish Experience 
in the Art of the Twentieth Century (South Hadley, Mass., 1984), 35. 

21. See Sybil Milton, In Fitting Memory? Holocaust Memorials and Postwar Political Culture 
(Detroit, 1989). David Roskies also questions the Jewishness of this monument's fig- 
ures in Against the Apocalypse, 297-301. 

22. Ilya Ehrenburg and Vasily Grossman, eds., The Black Book: The Ruthless Murder ofJews 
by German-Fascist Invaders Throughout the Temporarily Occupied Regions of the Soviet Union 
and in the Death Camps of Poland During the War of 1941-1945, trans. John Glad and 
James S. Levine (New York, 1981). Though the original plates for this book were 
destroyed in Russia, most of the manuscript was eventually brought to Israel, where 
it was published in Russian in 1980 by Yad Vashem and the Israel Research Institute 
of Contemporary Society. 

It may also be worth noting one of the goals set forth by the editors of this volume: 
"The Black Book should become a memorial placed over the innumerable graves of 
Soviet people viciously murdered by the German Fascists" (xii), another memorial 
denied by the authorities. 

23. From author's interview, 22 February 1986. 
24. Maurice Brillant, "Le Monument aux combattants du ghetto de Varsovie," L'Epoque, 

14 March 1948 (this and the following translations are mine). 
25. Waldemar George, "Le Monument aux defenseurs du ghetto de Varsovie ...," Ce 

matin, 16 March 1948. 
26. Georges Pillemont, "Monuments-expositions," Les Lettresfrancaises, 25 March 1948. 
27. Pierre Desquarque, "Paris a salue avant Varso[v]ie le monument aux heros du ghetto," 

Arts, 19 March 1948. 
28. See "Warsaw Unveils Ghetto Memorial," New York Times, 20 April 1948, 1. 
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29. I am indebted to Stanislaw Krajewski for sharing these observations with me in his 
"To Be a Jew in Poland Today," lecture and unpublished manuscript. 

30. See Roskies, Against the Apocalypse, 297. 
31. Ibid., 276. 
32. As cited by Ainsztein, Warsaw Ghetto Revolt, 171. 
33. Thomas S. Gladsky has already noted that, unlike other countries in the Soviet bloc, 

Poland's memorial landscape remains relatively free of monuments to international 
socialism. Instead of monumental busts and statues of Lenin, Marx, and Mao, political 
memorials in Poland concentrate on specifically Polish socialists and heroes. In this 
way, social democratic heroes like Felix Dzierzynski and Julian Marchlewski remain 
anchored in a Polish national continuum, even as they come to represent the larger 
revolutionary movement through its Polish part. See Thomas S. Gladsky, "Polish Post- 
War Historical Monuments: Heroic Art and Cultural Preservation," Polish Review 31, 
nos. 2-3 (1986): 153-54. 

By referring to the specific heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising-all Polish 
Jews, most socialists-Rapoport's monument unwittingly or not adheres to this un- 
written rule of Polish postwar memorial sensibilities. In so doing, it seems also to lend 
the uprising and its leaders an unmistakably Polish cast, especially when viewed 
through Polish eyes. 

34. Quoted in "Ad Hoc Events on Ghetto Revolt Irk Warsaw," New York Times, 14 April 
1988, A17. 

35. New York Times, 18 April 1988. 
36. In a fascinating elaboration of the political nuances at stake here, Mark Erlich quotes 

the young leader of Warsaw Solidarity, Zbigniew Bujak, who declared in his address 
at the commemoration of Bundists Henryk Erlich and Victor Alter: "We need to find 
our connection to history. And Erlich and Alter are my past"; in "Honoring the Past 
to Change the Future: Solidarity and the Warsaw Ghetto," Tikkun, September/October 
1988, 25. 

37. From the daily press review of the Polska agencja prasowa, 19 April 1988, 4 (emphasis 
added). 

38. From ibid., p. a. 
39. For a more extended discussion of this issue, see Young, Writing and Rewriting the Holo- 

caust, 175-81. 
40. See the cover of the German newsweekly Der Spiegel, 14 December 1970. 
41. My thanks to Barbara Kirschenblatt-Gimblett for providing photographs of this 

wreath, laid 19 April 1988. 
42. In choosing a kibbutznik living in Paris as the model for Mordechai Anielewicz, Rapo- 

port may have only affirmed the link he already felt between heroes of the ghetto and 
those of the Yishuv. For immediately after the dedication of the Warsaw monument 
(nearly coincident with the founding of the Jewish State), Rapoport immigrated to 
Israel, where he was commissioned to build yet another memorial to Anielewicz at 
Kibbutz Yad Mordechai (literally, Monument to Mordechai). 

Originally located near Netanya and called Mitzpe hayam before moving to the 
Negev, this kibbutz was comprised largely of Polish immigrants from the Hashomer 
hatsa'ir movement. Inspired by the uprising led by one of their own, the kibbutz 
adopted Anielewicz's name in 1943 to memorialize the courage of its leader. Five years 
later, one month after the dedication of the Warsaw Ghetto Monument, the kibbutz 
itself fell under Egyptian siege during the Israel war of independence. To what extent 
the kibbutz wittingly enacted its heroic self-figuration may never be clear, but its des- 
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perate stand against an entire Egyptian battalion in May 1948 seemed to establish a 
direct link between the courage of the Warsaw Ghetto and that of the kibbutz in the 
national mind of Israel. See Margaret Larkin, The Six Days of Yad Mordechai (Israel, 
1965). 

43. This is not to say that the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising itself is forgotten in America. The 
Warsaw Ghetto Resistance Organization (WAGRO) sponsors an elaborate memorial 
ceremony every 19th of April in New York, attended by thousands of survivors, chil- 
dren of survivors, former partisans, and dignitaries. In addition, every few years 
WAGRO publishes a commemorative journal collecting dozens of remembrances, 
official tributes, and newly surfaced details surrounding the uprising. 

44. Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," in Illu- 
minations, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn (New York, 1969), 220. 

45. See Janet Blatter, "Art from the Whirlwind," in Blatter and Sybil Milton, eds., Art of 
the Holocaust (London, 1982), 22-35. 

46. For much more comprehensive discussion of the difficulties in bearing literary wit- 
ness, see James E. Young, "Interpreting Literary Testimony: A Preface to Rereading 
Holocaust Diaries and Memoirs," New Literary History 18 (Winter 1986-87): 403-23. 

47. For examples, see Albert E. Elsen, Modern European Sculpture, 1918-1945: Unknown 
Beings and Other Realities (New York, 1979), 122-25. 

48. As might have been expected, even the most popular of abstract monuments, the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial, has made concessions to the figurative demands of its 
public. Apparently dissatisfied with seeing only themselves in the reflection of names 
on its black marble walls, some of the veterans demanded a more figurative represen- 
tation of "actual soldiers" nearby. As a result, a figurative statue of three representative 
soldiers was added to the setting-to be joined eventually by a figurative statue of 
nurses, also veterans, who served in Vietnam. 

For further discussion, see Charles L. Griswold, "The Vietnam Veterans Memo- 
rial and the Washington Mall: Philosophical Thoughts on Political Iconography," Crit- 
ical Inquiry 12 (Summer 1986): 688-719. 
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